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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) has gained increasing visibility among emerging technologies and undoubtedly changing our daily life. Its adoption is strengthened by the growth of connected devices (things) as shown in recent statistics. However, as the number of connected things grows, responsibility related to security aspects also needs to increase. For instance, cyberattacks might happen if simple authentication mechanisms are not implemented on IoT applications, or if access control mechanisms are weakly defined. Considering the relevance of the subject, we performed a systematic literature review (SLR) to identify and synthesize security issues in IoT discussed in scientific papers published within a period of 8 years. Our literature review focused on four main security aspects, namely authentication, access control, data protection, and trust. We believe that a study considering these topics has the potential to reveal important opportunities and trends related to IoT security. In particular, we aim to identify open issues and technological trends that might guide future studies in this field, thus providing useful material both to researchers and to managers and developers of IoT systems. In this paper, we describe the protocol adopted to perform the SLR and present the state-of-the-art on the field by describing the main techniques reported in the retrieved studies. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to compile information on a comprehensive set of security aspects in IoT. Moreover, we discuss the placement, in terms of architectural tiers, for deploying security techniques, in an attempt to provide guidelines to help design decisions of security solution developers. We summarize our results showing security trends and research gaps that can be explored in future studies.

Index Terms: Access control, architecture, authentication, data protection, internet of things, IoT, security, techniques, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things (IoT) [1] is a disruptive paradigm that brings the next wave of evolution of the Internet by extending communication among any kind of smart object (thing), and enabling the integration of heterogeneous technologies. As a consequence, IoT leads to the development of novel applications, as well as the improvement of existing ones, enabling unprecedented data collection.

With 29 billion of connected things estimated by 2022 [2], the spread of IoT paves the way to a myriad of applications that can improve life quality of our society. Considerable benefits can be seized, for instance, in healthcare, smart cities, smart home applications and intelligent transport systems (ITS). All these applications avail improvements due to the increased amount of data that can be obtained from things, which helps decision making processes. However, all these benefits come together with the responsibility of providing them in a secure way. If any of these systems are compromised, not only financial issues could happen. For example, in a healthcare IoT application, a tampered sensor may expose private data or deliver wrong measures of heart rate leading to prescription errors; or in an ITS if traffic lights control are hacked, this may cause the occurrence of a car crash. Thus, in this context, besides financial loss, a security flaw can lead to violation of data privacy and, in the worst cases, it may even incur physical damage to human beings. On the one hand, having connectivity at anytime for anything and anywhere is tempting and brings many advantages, but on the other hand, new requirements and challenges arise that need to be considered in the design of IoT systems and applications. According to the authors in [3]–[6], security issues, such as privacy, authorization, verification, access control, information storage, and management, are major challenges in an IoT environment. As we will discuss in Section I.A, many of the characteristics inherent to the IoT environment, such as the large scale, dynamism, and heterogeneity of devices, contribute to making such security aspects challenging. Addressing these challenges and providing suitable security solutions is essential for the development and widespread dissemination of the IoT paradigm.

A. Security Challenges in IoT

IoT, as an ecosystem composed of the merging of heterogeneous network technologies, not only inherits the same security problems from traditional wired networks, wireless networks, mobile networks, and sensor networks, but also incorporates new issues derived from its very specific characteristics. Let’s begin our discussion by the sensor devices in charge of the acquisition and monitoring of environmental variables, and major responsible for the integration between the physical and virtual worlds. Sensors nodes have limited computing and storage capacities, which prevent the implementation of robust and complex security mechanisms, for example for authentication...
purposes. It is necessary to implement lightweight technologies in the devices, which generally do not provide the highest degrees of protection. Another characteristic related to IoT devices is their heterogeneity, pervasiveness, and potential mobility. Since literally any physical object can be instrumented and become part of the IoT, there is a large increase in the attack surface. Appliances, home utilities, day-to-day objects that were not designed with security issues in mind, by being networked are now posing vulnerabilities to be exploited by malicious users. Besides, for identification and access control purposes, it is quite difficult to manage identities considering such a myriad of (potentially mobile) devices. Regarding the trust aspect, it is challenging to rely on devices that can be easily tampered since they might be mobile.

At the network layer, IoT ecosystems suffer from the same vulnerabilities of wireless networks in general, aggravated by its high dynamism, the need to integrate different technologies and the lack of standards currently in use. There is as yet no dominant technology nor a stack of standardized protocols for use in IoT. This has often led to the adoption of proprietary protocols and the creation of ad hoc network architectures, not always focused on providing security solutions at all layers, which can result in vulnerabilities to be exploited in cyberattacks.

The heterogeneity of IoT applications and their nature impose additional security challenges. Many applications require the acquisition of sensitive data, such as personal data (including body variables, activities and location) or industrial process monitoring data. The need to protect the data trafficked in IoT is crucial. Besides that, different IoT application fields have different industry standards and related security specifications. This makes it difficult to adopt unique and integrated security frameworks, leading to the need for customized solutions.

Finally, considering the intrinsic features of this emerging type of ecosystem constituted by IoT, it is common the occurrence of opportunistic, ad hoc interactions among devices and users, leveraged by some specific contexts. For instance, a mobile device can make its resources available only for users that are in its neighborhood for a given period of time. Therefore, there is a trend of adopting more relaxed business models, instead of formal contracts between parties. In this context, trust in the participating parties is a key issue and the ad hoc nature of interactions makes the establishment of trust a challenging aspect. In addition, the need arises to deal with the context (temporal, geo-spatial, among others) of the interactions that occur in the system. Security solutions should therefore ideally be context-aware and incorporate context information into decisions, for example, regarding authentication and access control.

B. Context and Goal of this Study

Given the relevance of the subject, many references in the current literature [3]–[5], [7]–[13] present studies that highlight the importance of considering security aspects during the development of IoT solutions, from different perspectives. In [7], the authors analyze the most relevant available solutions for security aspects such as access control, privacy, trust, confidentiality, authentication, among others. For each considered aspect, they focus on proposals that address security solutions and security middleware applied to mobile devices. They also present ongoing projects from the European Commission that address such issues in the IoT field. The authors in [3] provide an overview of IoT focusing on enabling technologies, protocols, and application issues, and highlight security as one of the main challenges that must be addressed in IoT. Alaba et al. [9] focus on the state-of-the-art of IoT security threats and vulnerabilities, offering a taxonomy of threats and discussing possible cyberattacks. Authors in [11] review eight IoT frameworks commercially available, pointing out the security features of the respective architectures. Khan et al. [12] explore open challenges on IoT security, presenting a taxonomy of security issues, focusing on blockchain-based solutions. Sfar et al. [13] present a roadmap of security in the IoT through a systemic and cognitive approach. By cognitive, the authors mean that their approach provides complex and dynamical interactions between process, people, technology and organization, in order to give the flexibility for the system to be able to analyze different situations and perform the most suitable measures to guarantee reliability and security. They also show related surveys that cover different security aspects (authentication, access control, privacy, confidentiality, trust, data protection, availability, etc.), each one with a different focus. Irshad [14] presents a study with focus on information security management frameworks for IoT, and in [5] the authors discuss about security problems in IoT considering their characteristics concerning the application layer (e.g., data protection, software vulnerabilities), network layer (e.g., DoS attacks, network congestion, authentication), and perception layer (e.g., replay attack, fake node). They also point out security measures to deal with these problems. Finally, in [4] the authors provide a survey in which secure communication protocols based on IP are explored in the IoT context. In particular, the authors discuss the applicability and limitations of existing IP-based Internet security protocols, as well as other types of security protocols used in wireless sensor networks. Such analysis is based on a taxonomy focusing on key establishment mechanisms in the context of the IoT.

However, these studies focus on specific approaches to cover security issues in IoT and do not provide a holistic view of essential aspects to provide security at different levels for these systems. Our study discusses the following security aspects: (i) Authentication; (ii) access control; (iii) data protection; and (iv) trust. We consider them as very comprehensive and encompassing further aspects. For instance, data protection includes privacy, trust includes availability, etc. Moreover, existing studies do not discuss architectural aspects in terms of the places of implementation of the security techniques. With the analysis and synthesis of the studies retrieved in our literature search, we aim to shed light on techniques that are used as security solutions and discuss where the reported techniques were implemented in terms of the architectural stack of IoT systems. We believe that the type of overview and discussions provided in our paper may help researchers to envision opportunities and reflect on the state-of-the-art to identify important challenges and research gaps regarding security in IoT. In addition, the discussion about architectural aspects may allow to scale security solutions according to restricted computational resources of IoT devices, thus helping developers of IoT systems. Among prior studies, different research methodologies were used to conduct the re-
view of the literature. One of the methodologies commonly used due to its capability of providing a set of well-defined, reproducible, and auditable steps, is the systematic literature review (SLR) [15], which comprises a research protocol that can be used in other studies. The motivation to use SLRs as an investigation method should start from real problems detected in the industrial practice, as it is the case of IoT security. The results of SLRs should, in turn, affect and improve this practice.

In our study we adopt the SLR methodology. An SLR is defined as a secondary study that applies a well-defined approach to determine, evaluate and interpret scientific evidence related to a specific research question, in a way that is unbiased and repeatable. In short, in this paper we present a comprehensive study with the following differentials and main contributions:

- We adopt a well-defined research protocol based on the SLR methodology that can be replicated and verifiable;
- We present a comprehensive review on the state of the art regarding four major security aspects;
- We discuss the location, in terms of architectural tiers, of security techniques implementations, thus providing hints that can help developers to visualize which tier(s) would be the best place to implement a specific security technique.

We believe that a study considering these topics is relevant and has the potential to reveal opportunities and trends related to IoT security. In particular, we aim to identify open issues and technological trends that might guide future studies in this area, thus providing useful material both to researchers as well as to managers and developers of IoT systems.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II describes the steps and protocol adopted for the SLR execution. In Section III we present some statistics for selected studies. The analysis of each security aspects is presented in Section IV, followed by the discussion of the results, in the Section V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this section we present the methodology used to conduct the literature search and the selection of the studies to be included in our analysis. An SLR is based on the choice and subsequent analysis of a series of scientific articles, according to a well-defined protocol, so that the results can be reproduced, verified, and audited. An SLR is basically composed of three phases [16], namely: (i) Planning; (ii) Conducting the review; and (iii) reporting (Documenting) the review. Activities of defining the research questions, developing a review protocol and validating the review protocol are carried out during the Planning phase. The Conducting phase comprises identifying relevant study, selecting primary studies, assessing study quality, extracting required data, and synthesizing data. In the last phase, Documenting, researchers write a review report and validate it. According to [17] such approach has the benefits of providing an overview of a specific domain, identifying the state-of-the-art on the researched field, which is interesting for researchers who need a first approach on a particular subject. In addition, this kind of study enables the identification of research trends, raising the most discussed aspects and open issues, indicating possibilities of research in less discussed aspects.

In Fig. 1 we present all phases and respective stages that compose the SLR process. The Planning phase corresponds to the set of tasks related to designing and preparing the protocol. The Conducting phase refers to the tasks that will apply the protocol until the primary studies are selected. Finally, at the Documenting phase the SLR will be produced in a paper or report format.

A. Planning

In this section we will discourse the tasks performed at the Planning phase of our SLR. This way, all the activities executed to prepare our protocol will be described below.

A.1 Requirements Identification and Research Questions

The first step to perform an SLR is the recognition of the need of performing the study, which corresponds to Stage 0 of an SLR, according to Fig. 1. In our case, this task was accomplished by identifying the needs to uncover gaps and trends related to the four IoT security aspects addressed in this study. Therefore, it is necessary to identify some research questions (RQ) to be answered from the inputs provided by the analysis of relevant studies, which will constitute the primary studies. Specifying this RQs corresponds to the Stage 1 of the SLR protocol.

For the specific case of our SLR, based on recent researches [18] in the field of authentication, access control, data protection, and trust applied to the IoT, the following RQs, and their respective goals have been defined, as listed in Table 1.
A.2 Source Bases and Search Strings

According to Fig. 1, the Stage 2 of an SLR corresponds to the definition of: Source bases, search strings, inclusion and exclusion criteria, and quality criteria. In this section, we will see details about source bases and search strings definition.

As a way to identify the primary studies necessary to our study, four scientific databases were used, namely IEEEExplore, Scopus, Science Direct, and Web of Science. These electronic databases consist of some of the most relevant digital libraries for scientific studies in the area of Computer Science.

It is important to explain that the ACM Digital Library (https://dl.acm.org), another well-known source of relevant scientific information in the field, was also initially considered. Nevertheless, the absence of the Abstract field on the search results export template became an issue to the adopted review protocol as it would preclude applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria detailed ahead. Regardless, since search results are frequently repeated between different platforms, we consider removing ACM Digital Library from the group of source bases does not cause a material loss in the final outcome of our study.

As previously mentioned, one of the characteristics of an SLR is to allow the proposed process to be reproduced. For that, search strings were used to select primary studies. This search strings are specific to each library, as listed below:

- **IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, and Scopus:**
  (internet of things OR internet-of-things OR iot OR web of things OR wot) AND (access control OR identity OR authentication OR data protection OR data security) AND (trust OR trust-based OR architecture OR framework)

- **Web of Science:**
  \( TS=(internet \text{ of things } OR \text{ internet-of-things } OR \text{ iot } OR \text{ web of things } OR \text{ wot}) \) AND \( TS=(access \text{ control } OR \text{ identity } OR \text{ authentication } OR \text{ data protection } OR \text{ data security}) \) AND \( TS=(trust \text{ OR trust-based } OR \text{ architecture } OR \text{ framework}) \)

It is important to say that due to the specificity of each digital library, the strings have some differences. However, the adequacy of each string to its respective library can be considered an important step in the process of performing an SLR, due to its ability to obtain suitable and relevant primary studies.

A.3 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Once the initial choice of studies from the search in the databases is done, the next steps are to screen the retrieved studies and select the relevant ones that will be the focus of a more in depth analysis. According to the SLR methodology, described in [19], it is necessary to establish rules for selecting the relevant studies, specifically, we must define a set of inclusion/exclusion criteria. The rationale behind the adopted criteria is to select studies to be included in the literature review only if they present a scientific contribution to the body of knowledge on security aspect in IoT context. For this present paper, the following criteria were identified for inclusion and exclusion of studies, as presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

Regarding the exclusion criteria, a filter was created, called “Relevance Criterion”, which aims to verify the relevance of a selected study, from the point of view of the number of existing citations. The motivation behind the definition of this criterion was that we consider that studies without a minimum number of citations have little impact and have no relevant scientific potential. This filter consists of papers having at least one citation per year (considering the period from 2010 to 2016). For example, an article published in 2015 should have at least 4 citations. For articles published in 2017 or 2018 this filter was not applied, since they are considered quite recent.

As it can be seen in Table 3, some criteria aim to discard studies not related to the subject of our study, for instance, EC1, EC2 and EC3. Our goal is to find primary studies that can be useful to help answering the formulated research questions. Considering this, we propose the EC11 to remove surveys from the results of queries, as this type of publication is not considered a primary study. The last exclusion criteria, EC12, aims to discard studies that do not suggest any solution or new technique that can be applied on any of the four aspects focused on this paper. Finally, it is important to point out that many of these exclusion criteria are commonly used in SLR. In this sense our criteria was inspired in [17] and [20].

A.4 Quality Criteria

After applying the criteria for selection of studies described in Section II.A.3, an optional step is to filter the selected studies by some quality criteria. According to Wohlin et al. [21], there is no universally agreed-on and applicable definition of study quality, although the most practical means for quality assessments are checklists. For this purpose, the authors used Kitchenham et al. [19] guidelines as inspiration to define our quality criteria:

- **QC1** - Is there a clear statement of the aims of the research?
- **QC2** - Is the proposed architecture/algorithm/protocol feasible (it has been or can be applied to a real scenario)?
- **QC3** - Were the experiments fully/properly analyzed and explained? Does the results support the ideas shown in the paper?

According to [19], the importance of these criteria is to provide more detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria than the general ones, to weight the relevance of individual studies after synthesizing, to emphasize the differences between studies, and to guide for further research. This way, it is possible to minimize bias and maximize validity of the studies.

Still according to [19], the quality criteria of an SLR may

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research questions</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1 What are the main security techniques that consider data protection, access control, authentication, and trust in IoT?</td>
<td>To obtain an overview of access control, authentication, data protection and trust techniques already proposed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2 What are the trends and gaps concerning authentication, access control, data protection, and trust?</td>
<td>To identify trends and gaps among considered security aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
need to consider a measurement scale for each item, instead of a simple Yes/No answer, since it sometimes can be misleading. Hence, for each quality criterion above, it is only possible to admit one of the following three answers: “yes”, “no”, and “partially”. Each “yes” answer equals 1.0 point; 0.5 point for each “partially” answer and 0.0 for “no” answers. Finally, articles that do not sum 2.0 or more points are excluded by the quality criteria shown in (1).

\[ \text{PQC}_1 + \text{PQC}_2 + \text{PQC}_3 >= 2.0 \] 

\[ (1) \]

The PQCn corresponds to the score of a quality criteria of number n. The values stipulated for each quality criterion aim to assign equal weights for each criterion, so that the paper has to reach at least 66% of this criteria, similar to [20]. It’s important to notice that papers excluded by these quality criteria are not considered poor quality papers, but rather it does not meet the requirements defined for our specific research goals.

So, with the definition of the source base and search strings (Section II.A.2), inclusion and exclusion criteria (Section II.A.3) and quality criteria used (Section II.A.4), we finished the Stage 2 and the Planning phase.

B. Conducting

In this section we present more details about the application of the previously described protocol. The following stages will be detailed: Identification of research sources, paper selection, quality evaluation, data extraction and synthesis.

B.1 Steps of the Selection Process and Quality Evaluation

To accomplish our goals, four people (Ph.D. students, co-authors of this manuscript) executed the defined protocol during a time-frame of approximately five months. After defining research questions and elaborating the search strings for each source database, the searches were performed resulting in 1186 scientific papers representing candidates for primary studies. This corresponds to the Stage 3 of the SLR, according to Fig. 1. We extracted meta-data of these studies and inserted them into a results table, to be used during the application of inclusion, exclusion, and quality criteria. The fields in the results table are described below:

- Database, Author, Title, Journal, Pages, Year, Keywords, Citations, URL, Booktitle, Abstract, Publisher, and DOI.

Once the results table is created, the Stage 4 of the SLR can be performed. In Fig. 2, the Stages 4 (paper selection) and 5 (quality evaluation) of an SLR are shown, where we can see the number of papers excluded in each step. Note that this figure is divided into three different steps. The first step (from 1186 to 501 papers) was more “mechanical” than the others and was developed by all of the four researchers at the same time, in a sequential way, without division of the work. In the second step (from 501 to 223 papers), the papers were distributed to the researchers, who performed their work in parallel. In this step the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied on the title, abstract and keywords (Screening). Lastly, in the step 3 of the paper selection process (from 223 to 131), the 223 papers were distributed again to the researchers. However, in this step we applied the inclusion, exclusion and quality criteria looking at the full paper. More details about these steps presented at the Fig. 2 will be described below.

- **Step 1**: The first task concerning the exclusion/filtering of papers consists in removing from the results table the records that presented “anomalies” returned by the search. For example, records that returned inconsistency on some fields, such as publications missing author names, abstract or title. Thus, we removed 25 search anomalies. Another important step in this stage was removing duplicated papers from this initial table. We found that 115 papers were duplicated. So, we have reached a total of 1046 pre-selected articles. After this initial removal of papers, we applied the defined inclusion and exclusion criteria at the fields of the results table, in a “mechanical” way. This means that we use some formulas, macros and other tools to fil-

---

**Table 2. Inclusion criteria.**

| IC1  | The study presents or discusses opportunities, challenges, or schemes related to authentication, access control, data protection or trust in IoT |
| IC2  | The study presents or discusses security architectures related to authentication, access control, data protection or trust in IoT |

**Table 3. Exclusion criteria.**

| EC1  | The study is not related to IoT |
| EC2  | The study is not related to security in IoT |
| EC3  | The study does not address authentication, access control, data protection or trust in IoT |
| EC4  | The study is a previous version of a more complete study about the same research subject |
| EC5  | The study does not have an abstract or the full text is not available |
| EC6  | The study is not written in English, which is the most common language in scientific papers |
| EC7  | The study was published before 2010 |
| EC8  | The study consists of a book chapter |
| EC9  | The study was not approved by the “Relevance Criterion” |
| EC10 | The study does not present references |
| EC11 | The study is a survey |
| EC12 | The study does not present a proposal for solution |
ter the fields of the result table searching for papers that would be removed without a detailed analysis. For instance, the relevance criterion (defined at the Section II.A.3) was applied on the records of the result table through a formula in the worksheet. This way, after applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria through this mechanical process, we reached a number of 501 pre-selected papers. It’s very important to mention that all tasks described at the step 1 of the Fig. 2 were applied by all of the four researchers together, without distribution of the work. The intention was to reach a common understanding and felling about the application of the protocol by each researcher and decrease potential biases.

- **Step 2**: Resuming the selection process to identify the primary studies, the 501 articles selected in the previous phase were distributed between the four researches. Thus, the step two of our selection process consists of applying the exclusion criteria in the abstract, title, and keywords (screening), reaching a total of 223 selected articles. So, until the present step, it was not necessary reading the whole paper.

- **Step 3**: The 223 selected articles in step two were divided among the researchers once again, totaling about 56 articles per researcher. In this step, the papers were fully analyzed by means of their complete reading. After this more detailed analysis, from the initial set of 223 articles, 45 were eliminated by exclusion criteria. The studies were evaluated from the perspective of the quality criteria (described in Section II.A.4) in which 48 articles were removed of our analysis. Thus, after performing all the steps responsible for the elimination of articles, 131 primary studies were identified. At this stage, we finished the **Stage 4** (papers selection) and the **Stage 5** (quality evaluation) of the SLR process (Fig. 1). The remaining articles were selected to be further analyzed and their data extracted for future evaluation and implementation of the last phase of the SLR (documenting).

B.2 Data Extraction and Synthesis

After the selection of the 131 primary studies, the **Stage 6** of the SLR consists of data extraction and progress monitoring. So, the data of these papers were included in a data extraction table for the subsequent steps. The attributes for the data extraction table are described below:

- Id, Paper, Year, Journal, Main Challenges, App Domain, Authentication (Technique, Tier), Access Control (Technique, Tier), Data Protection (Technique, Tier), Trust (Technique, Tier), Notes, Status, Quality Criteria (QC1, QC2, QC3, Sum).

The last stage of the conducting phase consists of synthesizing the extracted data from the primary studies to answer the research questions, that will be detailed in Sections III and IV.

C. Documenting

Finally, the last two stages to the SLR are the **Stage 8** - reports and recommendations and **Stage 9** - results presentation. Both steps consist of preparing the reports and the results in a paper (or report) format. In the next sections, we present the obtained results, the analysis, the discussion and conclusions.

III. STATISTICS FOR SELECTED STUDIES

After selecting and analyzing the primary studies, in this section, quantitative descriptions of frequencies were used to evaluate and synthesize the primary studies in terms of their publication year, application domain and the architectural tier of the deployment security technique.

A. Distribution over the Years

It is well-known that security and data privacy are major challenges in the context of IoT. The distribution of primary studies over the years (Fig. 3) corroborates that these challenges have been the subject of study and with strong growth in recent years. It is important to note that more than 70% of the primary studies have been published in the last two years (2017 and 2018). If we consider the fact that this extraction was carried out in May 2018, it is not risky to suggest that the year of 2018 might exceed 2017 in the number of related publications.
B. Application Domain

As shown in Fig. 4, the concern with security and data privacy issues is transversal because it embraces many application domains. Most of primary studies are focused on solutions that can be applied to any application domain (61%), followed by 17% studies that addressed healthcare and 11% of smart cities applications. The rest of publications are fairly distributed among specific domains, with a slight predominance for Industrial IoT (7%). These numbers indicate that our research object is a general concern in the context of IoT. Efficient approaches for handling security would have great potential to be adopted in a multitude of application domains and would represent a major advance in the field.

C. Deployment of Security Techniques at the Architectural Tiers

Considering the heterogeneity of IoT environments, computational resources of things vary from constrained devices that have limited CPU, memory, and power resources to more powerful ones. When the workload generated by an application is very demanding in terms of computational resources, it is common to move part of the computational effort from constrained IoT devices to other places with more resources. This process is known as computational offload and the natural candidate to accommodate the processing and long-term storage of the huge amount of IoT data is the cloud. By integrating IoT with the cloud, an ecosystem composed of two architectural tiers emerges, with the physical/things tier at the bottom and the cloud as the upper tier.

However, cloud-based IoT systems suffer from a number of limitations. The most prominent one is to deliver results in real time, as required by several IoT applications. Because clouds are clusters of data centers located in specific geographic locations, the network overhead of moving data into and outside the core of the cloud needs to be accounted for. Strict latency requirements are often incompatible with the unpredictable performance of cloud-based analytics or controllers [22]. Another drawback of using traditional cloud platforms for IoT applications is the nature of the data generated by many of these applications. As we discuss throughout this paper, sensors embedded in the environment often collect data of an extremely sensitive nature and send these data directly to remote data centers in the cloud without any kind of treatment or anonymization, which is not desirable, raising privacy and security concerns. In recent years, the frameworks of edge computing [23] or fog computing [24] have emerged as a solution for these above-mentioned issues. Instead of performing all the computations in the remote cloud, edge/fog computing proposes the decentralization of the computation through the offloading of some specific tasks to nodes at the edge of the network, which are closer to the data sources. Edge/fog nodes are devices not so computational powerful as cloud data centers, but are able to provide location-aware services and fast response to time-sensitive applications.

By adopting the edge computing approach, an intermediate tier of computing is introduced between the physical/IOt devices and the cloud, giving rise to a 3-tier IoT ecosystem. Therefore, the execution of both the workload generated by the applications and by infrastructure-level components, such as those responsible for the implementation of security aspects, can occur in one of these three tiers. The need arises to make decisions about the most appropriate tier to implement and deploy each security solution in an IoT System. Some security techniques require more extensive computing resources, while others need to be used as close to the data source as possible to ensure their privacy. Therefore, we consider that analyzing the retrieved studies from the prism of the architectural tier in which the presented techniques were implemented can help guiding the design decisions of developers.

We assume in this paper an architecture for IoT systems that comprises three distinct tiers: Thing, fog, and cloud, as proposed in [25]. The goal of considering where the techniques presented in the studies are implemented, in such architecture, is that the analysis carried out provide indications as to the tendencies with respect to such aspect.

However, as shown in Fig. 5, we did not observe a trend with regard to the placement of the proposed techniques, since there was a balanced distribution of solutions over all tiers. The only exception refers to the Authentication aspect, where the implementation in the “Thing + Fog” and “All” tiers had more articles. We believe that this behavior happens because authentication involves at least two entities, so for example, devices on Thing tier authenticate either with another device or with a member of superior tiers.

Fig. 4. General application domain.

Fig. 5. Distribution of studies per tiers.
IV. SECURITY ASPECTS ANALYSIS

In this section we discuss the data extracted from primary studies with the perspective of security aspects considered in this article to identify trends and research gaps.

A. General Aspects Analysis

Fig. 6 shows the number of studies that addressed each security aspect analyzed in this SLR. Most of papers covers techniques related to authentication, thus signaling a great interest of research in techniques that implement authentication in an IoT context. On the other hand, few studies have investigated trust issues, which is the aspect least addressed in the primary studies, although it is obviously of great relevance in the IoT context. With the tendency in IoT to adopt distributed transactions and more relaxed business models, without formal contracts, trust between the parties is fundamental. Thus, we consider the study and development of techniques that implement trust for the IoT context as a research gap that deserves further investigation.

Regarding access control and data protection, we verified a reasonable amount of studies that deal with these aspects, although not as significant as authentication. Still, in Fig. 6, we emphasize that absolute numbers were used instead of percentages since many papers addressed more than one security aspect. Thus, the number of articles that addressed each technique is higher than the number of selected primary studies.

B. Authentication

Authentication is the process of identifying a legitimate entity of a particular application [26]. As the authors in [27] state, device authentication has been shown to offer significant benefits to IoT security architecture and it became one of the most indispensable elements in IoT security ecosystems, due the fact that authentication is essential to offer other security aspects. Moreover, authentication acts as a first step of security for a system, which reduces its exposure to malicious software. Our performed literature review reinforces this assertion because, from the four aspects chosen for evaluation, this is the most frequently addressed on the primary studies, counting 92 related papers. Due to its high relevance, its distribution among the application domains does not differ significantly from the general view: Any (58 studies), healthcare (16 studies), smart cities (10 studies), Industrial IoT (4 studies), followed by education, image processing, military and wearable devices with 1 study each.

With this number, it is possible to affirm that authentication is an aspect widely studied and of great interest of the scientific community within IoT. There are some techniques that emerge as trends, with curious emphasis on two based on mechanisms originally designed to address other aspects of security: Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) and datagram transport layer security (DTLS), as can be seen in Table 4. While the former is essentially an encryption technique, the latter falls within the group of communication protocols.

The studies that implemented these techniques share the same challenge of dealing with resource-constrained devices. Lightweight approaches for these techniques were observed to fit the universe of wireless sensors networks and IoT. In [28] security keys using elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) with hash message digest are assigned to IoT nodes. A DTLS handshake step at the edge (gateway) [29] and a refined and lightweight version DTLS [27], [30] are good examples of these novel approaches. Besides these two, four other techniques originally designed for authentication also emerge as trends. These, in turn, can be classified into two groups by similarity: OAuth and OpenID, which are widely diffused as standards for web and distributed applications in general; and biometrics and physical unclonable function (PUF), techniques strongly related to physical devices.

It is important to remark that “Author Solution” stands for proprietary techniques that were proposed in the respective studies but not widely spread or adopted yet.

Contrary to the trends identified for the choice of techniques, the implementation tier of them does not present any clear preference in the selected studies. Although there is a slight predominance for "Thing + Fog" tiers, it is reasonable to say that Authentication solutions are distributed and can be present in all tiers of the reference architecture.

C. Access Control

Access control is the process of controlling requests to some resource from an authorized entity, allowing or denying access according to specified rules [69]. This aspect was unfolded as the second most found among primary studies counting 49 articles. Most of studies concentrates in no specific application, classified as “Any” (25 studies), followed by healthcare applications (12 studies), smart cities (6 studies), Industrial IoT (4 studies), and education and military (1 study each).

Due to the number of studies that cover access control, we might say that this is a quite relevant research area and reveals tendency regarding the adoption of some techniques. Table 5 shows the most relevant techniques, presenting blockchain (BC) as a promising one. The adoption of BC allows removing the need for a third-party institution that intermediate all transactions between entities (things). Considering that IoT takes advantage of opportunistic interactions (random or serendipity encounters), establishing trust between devices is challenging since the devices might not be known by each other and they can potentially be tampered. This way, BC approach could help to deal with this challenge, providing an infrastructure that devices could check the trustability of the devices. BC was originally
proposed for cryptocurrencies applications, but it rapidly spread to several other applications, serving as distributed database to store transactions in a tamper-proof manner. As an emerging technology, BC appears as a solution for access control in quite recent studies. For instance, in [70], the author presents an architecture based on BC to provide a fully distributed access control system and arbitrate roles and permissions for IoT applications.

Ouaddah et al. [76] propose an access control framework called FairAccess which uses transactions on BC to grant, get, delegate and revoke access. Authors in [72] present four BC’s, each one responsible for (i) interactions between things; (ii) context; (iii) accountability; and (iv) access rules, that intents to generalize different access control models. BC solutions do not focus on any specific application domain, and most of them are implemented in the fog or in cloud, not at the things. This makes sense because it is too expensive for a thing to contain the entire chain of transactions and to participate in the mining process.

Other techniques that stand out are attribute-based access control (ABAC) and the ones that we name “Author Solution” meaning proprietary solutions proposed by respective authors of analyzed studies. Regarding ABAC, this technique basically uses attributes from users, environment, among others, to create policies to control access. The authors in [76] propose an extension for message queue telemetry transport (MQTT) to provide a secure publish/subscribe system, not only considering authentication techniques, but also policy enforcement using ABAC.

This technique is interesting for security since it provides access control based on information beyond user’s authentication, that is, for example, the need to comply with specific attributes, like being in a given place, having a certain age, among others, that must be in accordance with applications requirements to allow some user operation. In general, attribute-based approaches are relevant for IoT since they provide more flexibility for applications by allowing direct addressing data instead of communication endpoints, which complies with data-centric systems (as IoT). Besides, these techniques provide context-aware characteristics, which makes access control challenging since more granular rules will be needed to control access to more available data. Then, the analyzed studies cover what makes access control a challenge, for instance, the mobility of nodes, the number of connected nodes and their vulnerabilities to be tampered, as well as their opportunistic interactions.

In terms of the implementation place, access control techniques were spread implemented, revealing implementations at the Things, Fog, and Cloud, tiers. It means that there is no trend about the most suitable place to deploy access control solutions. Nevertheless, most of studies involving healthcare, smart cities, and Industrial IoT applications tend to implement access control outside things. This approach unfolds an evident concern about having lightweight solutions to keep the devices alive for as long as possible, which make sense specially in these types of applications. Within each tier of implementation there is no tendency revealed for a specific technique, in the same way that within each application domain.

### D. Data Protection

As presented in [88], data protection essentially concerns the accountability to enable individual control over personal data flow, making a commitment from the data collection step through the data dissemination, data processing, and data storage, i.e., a total fine-grained data management. Most of the techniques found in the primary studies are based on encryption to provide data protection. This might be justified by the fact that the ECC technique and others are used. For example, according to [89], the elliptical curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) technique uses ECC to create a digital signature of data in order to allow verifying its authenticity without compromising overall performance. The size of the key used in ECDSA is only 160 bits, which is very small as compared to pure DSA. This reduces the communication overhead and improves the privacy of communication. The article also points out that ECDSA retains the privacy of communication and improves security against attackers, adding less number of bits to the original message as compared to common used encryption schemes (e.g. Rivest-Shamir-Adleman – RSA). This reduces the packet size and decreases the communication overhead, which contributes to a better performance of the security technique.

The authors in [90] point out specifically that public key cryptography (PKC) is considered unfeasible for wireless sensor networks in the early stages, so symmetric key-based security architectures were designed for this field. In [91], the authors mention that with the rapid development of Industrial IoT (IIoT), a large number of resource-constrained devices with limited communication, energy, and bandwidth is being used, which requires the search for lightweight security methods, which certainly makes data protection a research challenge. The authors implement an authentication and key agreement mechanism based on implicit certificate, that is proposed based on open platform communications unified architecture (OPC UA) security model. In the process of establishing a secure channel, the lightweight ECC encryption algorithm is adopted to ensure the security of data transmission in the communication process. So, the authors show that this mechanism could be used in resource-constrained environments. According to [52], ECC, unlike other
cryptographic schemes, requires lower computing and memory resources as well as smaller keys. With these studies we can see that it is possible to have data protection even on end devices, which is our suggestion if they are the origin of the data.

The implementation tier with more occurrences of data protection solutions was Thing + Fog. In general, this occurred due to the use of cryptographic techniques between these tiers, considering that data should be protected from its origin, as commented before. In this way, appropriated techniques to the computational constraints in each tier of the proposed architecture should be used, which consider restricted devices and a resource-rich edge, approximating data protection implementation to the place from where data is generated.

In Table 6, the most relevant techniques found in the primary studies cover cryptographic solutions, with prominence to ECC-based approaches. This behavior suggests a direct relation between data protection and authentication techniques. The three application domains with more occurrences, excluding the general domain (Any), were healthcare, smart cities and Industrial IoT. This observation reveals a correspondence to other aspects and to the general case. Also, we can observe that ECC and AES are commonplace techniques for this security aspect.

### E. Trust

The concept of trust is different for human community and IoT devices. Among people, trust is built based not only on others’ behavior and reputation, but also on the experience, knowledge, and other attributes of the observer. For instance, the trust level assigned by an observer to another person can be influenced by cultural and environmental aspects of the observer. On the other hand, for IoT devices A and B, the trust level assigned to B by A is based only on the behavior of B, i.e., the behavior of A does not influence the evaluation of trust of B.

According to [102], trust is a complicated concept, which comprises many aspects such as confidence, belief, integrity, among others. Considering this fact along with our analysis, we come to a concept of trust that comprises identity assurance, device’s behavior, data integrity and protection. Therefore, trust spreads through other aspects considered in this study such as authentication and data protection.

Out of the 131 primary studies selected, only 23 papers addressed techniques related to trust, so this was the aspect least addressed by the studies. It’s important to note that some studies discussed more than one security aspect, such as [84] that covered trust, data protection and access control techniques.

Regarding the place of the trust techniques implementation in terms of the architectural tiers considered in this study, we verified the existence of a balanced distribution, since 6 studies implemented their technique in the Cloud, 6 in the Thing tier, 5 Thing + Fog, 3 in all tiers and 3 implemented in the Fog. Considering this even distribution of the implementation of these techniques among the tiers, it was not possible to verify any trend of trust techniques regarding the placement of their code. Likewise, as presented in [102], considering subjective user properties related to the concept of trust, it becomes difficult to identify where trust techniques should be implemented, making the choice of location of the implementation dependent on the application features. For instance, in [103] authors choose to implement the trust solution in Cloud since the application requirement for classifying nodes has heavy computational effort to be placed on another tier. Nguyen et al. [104] present a lightweight trust solution implemented on things to deliver an initial trust level for devices that have not previously encountered each other within the range of a personal area network (PAN). So, the solution was implemented at the Thing tier.

With respect to the techniques themselves, no highlights could be observed. Of the 23 papers, two used blockchain-based solutions, while the other papers applied different techniques, as shown in Table 7, which depicts the techniques used by the 10 best articles according to the quality criteria stipulated for this secondary study. It is worth mentioning that these quality criteria do not relate to the best articles in general, but to those that best fit the criteria that this study aimed to verify.

A relevant fact related to the techniques employed was the use of blockchain to guarantee trust. Because it is an emerging technology, blockchain still presents some shortcomings, among them issues related to scalability [109]. In [109], authors propose a food supply chain traceability system for real-time food tracking based on the implementation of blockchain. As described in Section IV.C, authors in [71] proposed FairAccess, a framework for access control in IoT based on Blockchain, that, besides giving access control solution, gives trust solution also.

Finally, based on the lack of standardization of techniques to implement trust and the small number of studies that have presented proposals for this aspect, we consider trust a research gap. A more detailed study of such aspect would be important and necessary, with a particular focus on standardization and convergence of definitions and techniques.

---

Table 5. Top techniques for access control grouped by tiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>Fog; Cloud; ALL</td>
<td>[70]–[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute-based access control (ABAC)</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; Fog + Cloud</td>
<td>[49], [75]–[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author solutions</td>
<td>Fog; Cloud</td>
<td>[42], [45], [71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometric</td>
<td>Thing; ALL</td>
<td>[78]–[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart card</td>
<td>Thing; Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[81]–[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration/subscription</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; ALL</td>
<td>[75], [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCapBAC</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; Fog + Cloud</td>
<td>[52], [65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart contracts</td>
<td>Fog</td>
<td>[70], [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based access control (RBAC)</td>
<td>FOG; Cloud</td>
<td>[49], [85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SecIIot</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; Fog</td>
<td>[86], [87]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 6. Top techniques for data protection grouped by tiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC)</td>
<td>Thing; Thing + Fog; Cloud; All</td>
<td>[27], [37], [52], [83], [90]–[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced encryption standard (AES)</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; Cloud</td>
<td>[45], [93], [95], [96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cryptography</td>
<td>Fog; Thing + Fog; All</td>
<td>[48], [60], [84], [97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute-based encryption (ABE)</td>
<td>Thing + Fog; Fog + Cloud</td>
<td>[98], [99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datagram transport layer security (DTLS)</td>
<td>Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[99], [100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliptic-curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA)</td>
<td>Fog; Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[71], [89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSSL</td>
<td>Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[42], [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR operations</td>
<td>Thing; Fog</td>
<td>[78], [79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blockchain</td>
<td>Fog</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One time password (OTP)</td>
<td>Fog + Cloud</td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Top techniques for trust grouped by tiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counterfeit detection, traceability and authentication (CDTA)</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author solution</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>[28], [104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC scheme with TM security algorithm</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge base systems (KBS)</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-based trusted solution</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>[106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malleable signature schemes (MSS)</td>
<td>Thing</td>
<td>[107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy</td>
<td>Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote attestation model</td>
<td>Thing + Fog</td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic slide window</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. DISCUSSION

Through the analysis of the obtained results, we could identify that trust in IoT is a research gap with few studies exploring this aspect. Also, a considerable number of studies that dealt with authentication aspect, using ECC, “Author Solutions” and OAuth-based techniques. The ECC technique is reasonable to appear in this aspect since it is well-established. The “Author Solutions” is a mix of different solutions proposed by the authors of the primary studies. And what catches some attention is the adoption of OAuth-based techniques that was thought to be an open standard for API access delegation.

Concerning the decision regarding the deployment of security solutions (in a 3-tier IoT architecture), our analysis showed that, for authentication, a minimum of two entities are involved in the authentication process. The entities might belong to a specific tier or to more than one tier. This way, the place of authentication implementation should be the same of those entities’ tier. For access control, the deployment of solutions regarding this security aspect should consider lightweight implementations at the Thing tier whenever possible and pervade all other tiers in which an IoT application resides. Concerning data protection, the implementation of this aspect should be done from the data generation to all involved tiers, traversing the entire life cycle of data processing. Similar to access control, the implementation of trust techniques should consider all tiers covered by an IoT application. These results underscore the holistic nature of security solutions for IoT. In order to achieve the true potential of this technology, it is essential to develop systems where security permeates all tiers from the moment a sensitive data gains some context to its consumption by the user’s applications.

Almost all analyzed studies were published in the last three years, which shows an increasing interest on IoT security by the research community. This also indicates that more attention might be expected to this area on the upcoming years. Among eliminated studies, a significant number of those that lack from experiments that would evaluate their approaches and solutions, which helps readers to confirm their feasibility and efficiency.

We would like to highlight the importance of having a holistic view of security to protect IoT building blocks and provide security by design. Finally, there is a lack of a well-defined architecture that considers security aspects that could serve as a reference architecture to develop IoT security solutions.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In order to obtain the studies to be analyzed in this paper, we followed a meticulous and systematic process. We presented our research methodology through an SLR and showed the details of the searches and the obtained results, besides providing some numerical data. As future studies, we aim to consider other security aspects (e.g., privacy and secure middleware), so as to present different perspectives of security in IoT. We also intend to follow the results of our study to pursue the revealed trends and propose new techniques to overcome research gaps.
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